PROVAHEALTH
Gateway to validate health innovations by user involvement in the Baltic Sea region

Tallinn, Oct 18, 2017
PROVAHEALTH- PROBLEMS TO SOLVE

- BSR health ecosystem is very fragmented –
  - difficult for companies to use the services
  - too small alone

- Many living labs, but local and not too many really successful

- Still too many technology push or one person experience based solutions vs need based value creating health solutions
PROVAHEALTH – why we do it?

- To offer wide range of development and validation opportunities for our client companies
- To know how to run a successful and sustainable living lab
LIVING LABS
PROVAHEALTH- SOLUTION

- Network of living labs offering services for SMEs from the whole region

- Series of best practice workshops to learn from each other how to make a successful and sustainable living lab
PROVAHEALTH OUTPUTS

- Transfer & implementation of Good Practice

- Well-coordinated transnational process of living labs in concrete niches in health in BSR for SME innovation validation and quicker market uptake
PROVAHEALTH Results

- Improved management skills of the health living labs
- More efficient transnational utilisation of health innovation infrastructures
- Improved opportunity for innovation infrastructures to become sustainable
- Increased diffusion of innovations, health science results into market
PROVAHHEALTH PARTNERSHIP

14 living labs from all BSR countries

- Tallinn Science Park Tehnopol with its Connected health cluster and health incubation programme as coordinator
- Tallinn University as research partner
- ScanBalt as communication and dissemination partner
FAIL CHEAP, FAIL FAST, FALL FORWARD

JULIAN HALL | ULTRAPRENEURSAYINGS.COM
PROVAHEALTH 1ST WORKSHOP

Nov 29 in Aalborg, Denmark

Listen to the great examples and start to plan your own Living Lab improvements and developments using bright minds from other Living Labs.

The event is free. Register services@tehnopol.ee
Külle Tärnov
kylle.tarnov@tehnopol.ee
www.tehnopol.ee
connectedhealth.ee